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Abstract The National Solar Observatory is currently developing the Accurate Infrared Magnetic Field
Measurements of the Sun (AIMS). The primary mirror of the AIMS solar telescope is an off-axis parabolic
with a diameter of 1 m and with a large off-axis amount of 1 m. Due to the surface figure of the primary
mirror under the used state is directly related to image quality of the whole system, a computer-generated
hologram (CGH) is carried out to test the primary mirror, and the test results are used to polish the mirror
to a higher surface accuracy. However, the fact that the distortion exists in the testing results leads to the
failure of a further guide to deterministic optical processing. In this paper, a distortion correction method is
proposed, which uses an orthogonal set of vector polynomials to mapping the coordinates of the mirror and
the pixels of fringes, and then an interpolation method is adopted to obtain the corrected results. The testing
accuracy by using CGH is also verified by an auto-collimate test experiment. According to the distorted
corrected results, the root-mean-square of the surface figure is about 1/50λ (λ=632.8 nm) after polishing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The testing and manufacturing of the large aperture optical
mirrors are one of the cutting-edge projects of current
hard technology, which undoubtedly has an important
application value for a series of applications such as
space remote imaging and high energy laser system.
Along with the increase of the aperture of mirrors, more
requirements are put forward for optical testing. For
example, AIMS, which is abbreviation of “an infrared
system for the accurate measurement of solar magnetic
field”, is a national major scientific research project
currently developed. The guiding optical system of AIMS
is an off-axis Gregorian system, while the primary mirror
is an off-axis parabolic mirror with a diameter of 1m
and off-axis amount of 1 m (Jiang & Jiang 2020; Xun
et al. 2020). The surface error of the primary mirror of
AIMS will directly affect the imaging accuracy of 8–10µm
imaging system, BRUCKER spectrometer and other rear
optical system. When the AIMS tracking the sun, the

minimum angle between the optical axis of the primary
mirror and horizontal plane is 14.036◦, the wavefront of
the guiding optical system in this condition need to reach
1/15λ RMS in order to satisfy the need of observation of
solar magnitude, hence it is very critical to test and polish
the mirror to a high accuracy in this condition.

A commonly used surface testing method to test
such off-axis parabolic mirror is the auto-collimate test,
which is realized by a focal plane interferometer and an
auto-collimator flat of the same aperture as with the test
mirror. However, the 1 m level diameter mirror is hard
for fabrication and testing, moreover, when the head is
tilted at 14.036◦ to measure the surface shape of the AIMS
primary mirror, the surface shape accuracy of the reference
mirror itself cannot be guaranteed, thereby influencing the
test accuracy (Chen et al. 1992). Another method that can
reduce the measurement error induced by the reference
mirror surface error is the sub-aperture stitching test. Such
a stitching test uses an optical flat smaller than the system
aperture under test to obtain sub-aperture wavefront,
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and then synthesize a full aperture surface figure from
these sub-aperture wavefronts with a set of mathematical
techniques. The efficiency of this method is poor because
it needs to be measured at multiple locations. During
the stitching process, factors such as airflow disturbances
and environmental temperature changes will have greater
impact on the test, therefore, it is challenging to using
this method to test the primary mirror especially in the
polishing stage. On the other hand, one can make a second
optical system that converts the wavefront produced by the
primary mirror into either a spherical or plane wavefront,
due to the primary mirror of the AIMS has a large deviation
from the closet spherical surface, the null optics needs
to compensate for a large aberration. If a null lens is
used, it is necessary to strictly control the center thickness,
spacing, curvature radius, and refractive index of each lens
of the compensator, which is often expensive to produce
accurately, therefore other methods need to be employed
to calibrate the null lens system error.

Computer-generated holograms (CGHs) have advan-
tages over null lens, including small volume, light weight
and more design freedom. In principle, it can produce
arbitrary reference wavefront for measuring the shape of
the aspheric surface, therefore, CGHs are widely used
in the testing aspheric optics (Wyant & Bennett 1972;
Burge et al. 2006, 2008). In this paper, according to the
requirements of the AIMS and the parameter of primary
mirror, a CGH plate is designed and test equipment is built.
Since the primary mirror have a large off-axis amount
and the limitation of size of the CGH, a large nonlinear
distortion exists in the test data, and the presence of that
distortion makes it impossible to perform the polishing
process and must be corrected. In this paper, a distortion
correction method is proposed which is a combination
of the orthogonal vector polynomials fitting and an
interpolation scheme. The test results after correction are
also verified using an auto-collimation test on the primary
mirror in the two postures with the optical axis in the
horizontal plane. And then, according to the CGH test
results, the primary mirror was polished when the angle
between the optical axis of the primary mirror and the
horizontal plane was 14.036◦.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we described the process of CGH for a primary mirror
in detail, the distortion correction method is given in
Section 3. Experimental results of correcting the distorted
surface figure, verification experiments using the auto-
collimation test, and the polishing process are presented
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 contains our concluding
remarks.

2 CGH FOR AIMS PRIMARY MIRROR

The 1100 mm diameter F/2 primary mirror of AIMS is an
off-axis parabolic mirror, and its off-axis amounts is 1000
mm. The geometric drawing is shown in Figure 1. When
the primary mirror is in a vertical state, the angle between
its optical axis and the horizontal plane is 14.036◦.

The schematic diagram of the testing setup of the
primary mirror using CGH is shown in Figure 2. As
exhibited in Figure 2, the spherical wave emitted by the
interferometer is focused on a point, and then passes
through the CGH. The CGH performs the phase converter
to transform the spherical wave to a specific wavefront
that satisfies the condition that when it propagating to the
surface of the primary mirror, the direction of the light is
consistent with the normal direction of the primary mirror.
To begin the design of the CGH using optical design
software, one can do so using a reverse ray tracing strategy.
Supposing the light beam emerges from a fictitious zero-
index glass, and is refracted by the aspheric surface
boundary, and then enters to the air, thereby the emitted
beam is perpendicular to the surface of the primary mirror.
An optimization process is performed to optimize the
spatial position and phase distribution of the CGH, so that
the residual aberration at the point source is the smallest
(Li et al. 2013; Peng et al. 2015).

The relative position of the CGH relative to the
point source and the primary mirror determines the
phase distribution of the CGH. The mapping distortion,
CGH processing level, and the required linear carrier
frequency to separate the diffraction orders should be
comprehensively considered to ensure that the designed
CGH meets the requirements of the testing (Zhou & Burge
2007; Lindlein 2001). The designed distance from the
point source to the CGH is 250 mm, and the distance from
the CGH to the primary mirror is 3891.7 mm as shown in
Figure 2.

The designed CGH is shown in Figure 3, which is a
6-inch in diameter quartz plate with a thickness of 6.4 mm.
The oval shape area in Figure 3(a) is the main hologram,
which is a phase type hologram used to measure the shape
of the primary mirror. The ring-shaped area is an alignment
hologram, which is an amplitude-type hologram used to
align the relative position between the interferometer and
the CGH. The four circular areas are mark holograms,
which are phase holograms that used to realize the coarse
align the primary mirror, CGH and interferometer. The
setting-up process of the test setup and the sequence of the
alignment will described later in the experimental section.

The physical picture of the CGH is shown in
Figure 3(b), the minimum scribe line of the main hologram
and alignment hologram is 2.4µm and 3.6µm respectively.
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Fig. 1 Geometric drawing of the AIMS primary mirror.

Fig. 2 Optical layout for testing the AIMS primary mirror with CGH.

Fig. 3 Layout diagram of the designed CGH: (a) schematic diagram and (b) physical picture.

Fig. 4 Beam footprint: (a) at the primary mirror and (b) at CGH.
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3 DISTORTION CORRECTION METHOD

Imperfect imaging through the CGH results in a non-linear
mapping relationship between the surface coordinates of
the mirror under test and the corresponding coordinates on
the interferometer detector. The difference in the distance
between the CGH and the mirror under test will introduce
different distortions (Zeng et al. 2018). Figure 4 shows the
footprints of the primary mirror surface and the CGH. It
can be seen from the figure that there are serious nonlinear
distortions in the test system.

The distortion presented here needs to be accurately
corrected, the main reasons are: (a) During the test of
the primary mirror, the coefficients of the low-order terms
of the Zernike polynomial (such as defocus, astigmatism,
coma, etc.) need to be adjusted as small as possible through
aligning the optics in the test setup so that the test results
accurately reflect the real surface shape of the primary
mirror. When such distortion exists, the various aberration
items will be coupled with each other. For example, when
the tilt x aberration on the distorted wavefront is corrected
and mapping to the regular coordinates, there is a larger
astigmatism component, and when the coma term on the
distorted area is transformed into an undistorted circular
area, a larger spherical aberration component will appear.

This is not conducive to the precise adjustment of the
test system. (b) When polishing the primary mirror, the
coordinate of the surface figure data needs to be accurately
positioned, since the surface figure has a large non-linear
distortion, high-precision polishing cannot be completed if
the distortion correction is not performed (Zhao & Burge
2009).

Commonly used distortion correction methods gener-
ally assume that no distortion exists between the CGH and
the interferometer detector. Therefore, after applying ray
tracing according to the designed model, the coordinate
correspondence between the measured mirror and the CGH
can be calculated, and then the distortion can be corrected.
However, there is deviations between the actual optical test
system and the designed model, moreover, the imaging
lens of the interferometer also has distortion, so that this
method cannot meet the high-precision test requirements
(Zhao & Burge 2009).

For solving the problems mentioned above, we have
made fiducials with known coordinates on the primary
mirror. After obtaining the corresponding centroid position
of image of these fiducials, the following mapping
relationship is established:

rdistorted =M(rundistorted) . (1)

In Equation (1), M is a mapping function, which realizes the mapping from undistorted points to distorted points,
where rdistorted is the set of the point coordinates in the distorted map with units of pixels and assumes the coordinates are
(x

′
,y

′
), rundistorted is the set of the point coordinates in the test mirror with the units of mm and assumes the coordinates

are (x,y). The mapping relationshipM can be obtained by fitting the known rdistorted and rundistorted sets. An orthogonal
vector Zernike polynomial set, namely S and T polynomials are used to obtain the mapping relationship M (Zhao &
Burge 2007, 2008). Assuming that the S vector polynomial indices is S ind=[4∼J] and the T vector polynomial indices
is T ind=[4∼L]. For a given Sj with corresponding indices j ∈ S ind at an undistorted point p, its x and y components at
this point can be defined as Sxp,j and Syp,j respectively. Similarly, Txp,j and Typ,j represent the x and y components of
Tj with corresponding indices j ∈ T ind at point p. If the number of fiducials is n, then the mapping relationship can be
given by the following formula:
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here s4 ∼ sJ , t4 ∼ tJ are fitting coefficients, the mapping function M(s4 · · · s13, t4 · · · t13) can be calculated by using a
least squares algorithm.

Once the M function is determined, the distortion
pixel coordinates corresponding to each regular point can
be obtained. Suppose the distorted pixel coordinates that
mapped from the regular points is p, and the surface shape

data at this point is represented by W (p). The surface
shape data of the four nearest points at p are known and
assuming that it can be represented by Wlu, Wru, Wld and
Wrd respectively. The distances from p to its closest upper
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of the interpolation method.

left integer point in the row and column directions are α
and β respectively, as shown in Figure 5. And then the
W (p) can be obtained by using the equation below:

Wp =(1− α) · (1− β) ·Wlu + α · (1− β) ·Wld

+ (1− α) · β ·Wru + α · β ·Wrd .
(3)

4 EXPERIMENT

4.1 Setup and System Alignment

The PhaseCam 6100 interferometer with an F-number
of 2 produced by 4D company is used as the testing
equipment, and the resolution of the detector is 2K×2K.
The primary mirror is measured in a condition that the
angle between the optical axis of the mirror and horizontal
plane is 14.036◦. For convenience of description, the point
on the mirror that is closest and farthest to the vertex of
the parabolic parent mirror are represented as L and H
respectively. The test mirror can be rotated around the x-
axis, y-axis or z-axis by mechanical structures. On the
other hand, the main parts of the test equipment, including
the 4D interferometer and the CGH, are aligned together
and installed on one table located on a six-axis adjustment
mechanism. The measurement setup is shown in Figure 6.

The test setup is built according to Figure 2, and the
sequence is as follows:

(a) Use the alignment hologram to adjust position and
the orientation of the CGH and interferometer in such
a way that the number of the fringes reflected by the
hologram is minimum. After completing this alignment,
the interferometer and the CGH are treated as a whole
and the relative position cannot be changed throughout the
testing process.

(b) Set the distance of the CGH between the primary
mirror with accuracy better than 5 mm. Find the four
markers position projected by the mark CGH and then
adjust the orientation of the primary mirror or the position
and orientation of the CGH and interferometer, so that the
projected markers are at the edge of the primary mirror.

(c) Adjust the orientation of the CGH and interfer-
ometer as a whole such that the minimum light spot

that reflected from the primary mirror under test and
diffracted by CGH coincides with the focal point of
the interferometer. After coarse alignment mentioned
above, interference fringes can be observed on the
interferometer detector. And then the six-dimensional
adjustment mechanism is used again to fine-tune the
overall position and orientation of the interferometer and
the CGH, so that the astigmatism and coma terms in the
surface shape data are the smallest. An interference fringe
captured by the interferometer is shown in Figure 7.

4.2 Distortion Correction

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the interference fringe
has obvious distortion. In order to realize the distortion
correction, the mark points distribution as shown in
Figure 8(a) are designed. The first point, around which the
other 36 marker points are distributed on three circles, is
set in the center of the mirror. The first circle includes six
evenly distributed points and the radius is 167 mm. While
the second and the third circle with a radius of 334 mm
and 501 mm includes 12 and 18 evenly distributed points
respectively. And then markers are marked on the primary
mirror according to the coordinates of these points by using
a coordinate measuring machine. In order to ensure that the
size of the images of each fiducial is basically the same,
three types of square fiducials with a side length of 1 cm,
1.5 cm and 2 cm are designed, and the number of these
fiducials are 4, 11, and 22 respectively. These designed
fiducials are pasted on the mirror to the corresponding
points as shown in Figure 8(b). Figure 8(c) shows the
images corresponding to the fiducials that can be clearly
seen from the modulation of the interference fringe.

The center of gravity of the fiducial images are
calculated and then its normalized coordinates can be
obtained, which is denoted by red circles as in Figure 9(a).
In addition, the blue crosses in Figure 9(a) represent
normalized coordinates of regular points on the primary
mirror. These coordinates can be used to generate a
distortion vector represented by the blue arrow as shown in
Figure 9(b). The distortion vectors are fitted using the first
2 to 13 terms of the S and T vector polynomials described
earlier in Section 3, and the fitted result is plotted in
Figure 9(b) and is denoted by red arrows. It is evident from
Figure 9 that the tested distortion vectors coincide with
the fitted results, and further analyzing the data indicates
that the root mean square error of re-projection error is
0.003, which corresponds to 2.67 pixels and 1.59 mm in
the image coordinates and mirror coordinates respectively.
That accuracy is sufficient enough to polish the primary
mirror under the current level of processing.
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Table 1 The Number of Polishing and Its Corresponding RMS of Surface Error of Primary Mirror in Effective Aperture

Number of polishing 2 4 6 8 10 12

RMS of surface error (Units:λ) 0.0340 0.0308 0.0295 0.0262 0.0269 0.0198

Fig. 6 Primary mirror testing setup.

Fig. 7 Interference fringe.

The surface figure tested using the CGH is shown in
Figure 10(a), the distortion corrected surface figure can
be obtained by using the distortion correction method
described in section 3 and is shown in Figure 10(b).

4.3 Verification Experiments

The testing accuracy of CGH needs to be evaluated before
polishing the primary mirror to a higher accuracy. An auto-
collimate testing scheme to verify the testing accuracy
were designed as shown in Figure 11. The H, L point and
the focal point of the interferometer in Figure 11 are in the
horizontal plane (xoz). In the first verification experiment,
the H is at the –x direction as shown in Figure 11(a),
while in the second verification experiment, H is at the +x
direction, which is shown in Figure 11(b).

Correspondingly, the CGH was also used to test the
primary mirror in these two states, the comparison results

are shown in Figure 12. Comparing the results of the CGH
and the auto-collimate testing shown in Figures 12(a), (b),
(c) and (d), it can be seen that similar features can be found
in both test results, and the RMS of the surface error are
very close. This verifies the accuracy of the CGH testing
approach and the correctness of our distortion correction
algorithm.

After completing the validation of the accuracy of the
CGH testing approach and the distortion correction algo-
rithm, the primary mirror is polished manually multiple
times. The number of polishing and its corresponding RMS
error of the primary mirror within effective aperture are
listed in Table 1. Table 1 shows the RMS of surface error
converges to about 1/50λ RMS after polishing 12 times.
The final figure of the primary mirror within the effective
aperture is shown in Figure 13. Comparing Figure 13
and Figure 10(b), the surface shape in Figure 13 is more
uniform, and the three areas with large surface shape
fluctuation (dark blue areas) in Figure 10(b) disappeared
in Figure 13. Even though the polishing process can
further improve the figure accuracy, the surface figure
of the primary mirror in Figure 13 already meets the
requirements of the AIMS.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The surface error of the AIMS primary mirror directly
affects the imaging quality of a back-end optical system,
which makes it critical to test the primary to high accuracy.
In order to meet the requirements of usage of the AIMS
primary mirror, a CGH for the primary is designed and
a testing system is built in this paper. The nonlinear
mapping relationship between the primary mirror and the
fringe captured by the interferometer are first fitted using
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Fig. 8 Layout of fiducials and its image: (a) distribution of the markers, (b) primary mirror with 37 fiducials and (c)
modulation of the interference.

Fig. 9 Mapping the relationship between the coordinates of image of fiducials and the regular points on the mirror by using
vector polynomials: (a) normalized coordinates of regular points and image of the fiducials and (b) the tested distortion
vector diagram and its fitted results.

Fig. 10 Tested surface figure of the primary mirror: (a) distorted surface figure and (b) distortion corrected surface figure.

the orthogonal vector Zernike polynomials, and then an
interpolation strategy was adopted to correct the distorted
surface figure. To validate the testing approach discussed
above, validation experiments are implemented. In our
validation experiments, the primary mirror is placed in
a state such that the axis is in the horizontal plane and
the mirror is tested using both the CGH testing approach
described in this paper and an auto-collimate testing

method. The consistency of the results measured by these
two methods verifies the correctness of the CGH testing
approach used in this article. Finally, the primary mirror
was polished manually according to the CGH testing
results and the surface error reached 1/50λ RMS after
polishing 12 times. The method presented in this paper can
provide helpful references for testing large aperture optical
mirror.
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Fig. 11 Primary mirror testing setup by using the auto-collimate test method: (a) H at - x direction and (b) H at + x
direction.

Fig. 12 Comparison of the testing results of the primary
mirror: (a) auto-collimate test, H points at -x direction, (b)
auto-collimate test, H points at +x direction, (c) CGH test,
H points at -x direction and (d) CGH test, H points at +x
direction.
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